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Creative Bug Card Making Classes
https://www.creativebug.com/

This time search for "card making". This
resource is one of my favorites.

Creative Bug Mixed Media Classes
https://www.creativebug.com/

Love this site. $5 per month gets you all access
to the classes + 1 free class to add to your

library. Search for "mixed media".

Karen's Whimsy
https://karenswhimsy.com/

This woman is an artist who uses public domain
images in an amazing way. So, make sure you
are using only the images under Public Domain.
Make sure to only use images that are under the

navigation entitled "public domain".

Antique Clipart
http://antiqueclipart.com

These are those heart-warming images that I
love. This is free for images to about 3.5" x 3.5".

There is a charge for larger images.

The Graphics Fairy
www.thegraphicsfairy.com

This is my favorite site. You can do plenty with
the free images. For a small fee they also have a

premium membership that rocks!

YouTube Video: Using Digital
Images to Make to Make Post Cards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S51JPznSUXc
This video and others will show you how to make
an amazingly 3D post card using digital and

found images.

Creative Bug Lettering Classes
https://www.creativebug.com/

This time search for "lettering" or "calligraphy".
The classes are amazing & taught by

professionals in their fields. Well, the classes are
not taught in the artists' fields...you know what I

mean.

New York Public Library
Public Domain Collection

http://on.nypl.org/29nrYBR

Adrool worthy collection of hundreds of
thousands of images, old menus, photographs,
music sheets, etc. The history alone makes it
impossible to not dally. All public domain!

Grandma's Graphics
http://grandmasgraphics.com

There is a lovely collection here of stories that I
grew up with that had some amazing

illustrations, i.e. Alice in Wonderland! I believe
these are all in the public domain.

Public Domain Pictures
www.publicdomainpictures.net

A search for "vintage" will narrow it down for you.
Lower resolution graphics are free & will do for
most crafts. There's a small charge for the higher

resolution downloads.

Projects & Creative Sites
tutorials to help you get started

Public Domain Images

Free Vintage
Resources 2016

Love vintage and retro design? Nostalgia, once thought to be a sickness, is now considered a healthy optimistic state of
mind. That's why I compiled this infographic of free images and tutorials for you when making that home-made gift.

So let's don our rose-colored glasses for the sweet goodness of yesteryear & make something pretty!


